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Let {X,1,,, be a stationary sequence of random variables with partial sums S,,. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions are found for weak convergence S,,/B,, *? p, where p is strictly p-stable and B,, - 00 is 
l/p-regularly varying. Limit theorems involving centering are also discussed. 
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Introduction and announcement of results 
“From independence to dependence”: the head of Chapter IX in M. Lokve’s book 
[ 181 must be a program of any attempt to build a limit theory extending the classical 
one for sums of independent random variables. 
Lo&e himself suggested replacing dependent summands by their independent 
copies, but this could not bring much success. 
The next step in complication consists in dividing the sum into almost independent 
segments. It is possible, if summands possess ‘mixing’ properties, describable in 
various ways. Such approach, known as ‘Bernstein’s method’ (see [13,14]) proved 
to be very fruitful. We refer to [S] and [23] for the nearly up-to-date survey on the 
present stage of the theory. 
Some of results obtained on the base of Bernstein’s method can be ‘visualized’ 
in the form of an almost sure invariance principle (ASIP): the original (dependent) 
sequence can be redefined on another probability space, on which an accompanied 
independent sequence exists, with sums of both sequences being close in a strong 
sense (see [25] for the survey). As a rule, ASIP implies functional convergence of 
the corresponding partial-sum process. On the other hand, it is easy to find examples 
of l-dependent sequences with partial sums weakly convergent, when properly 
normalized, to a p-stable distribution (p < 2), but not convergent in the functional 
manner. It follows that in the general case we cannot expect results like ASIP (or 
even invariance principle in probability). 
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Therefore we suggest less spectacular approach. Let {X,}iEN be a strictly stationary 
sequence of random variables with partial sums S, = 0, S,, = xi”=, X,, n E N. We will 
say that {Xi} admits (or possesses) asymptotic independent representation (a.i.r.) 
for partial sums, if there exist independent, identically distributed random variables 
CxjljtN with partial sums S,,, such that 
supIP(S,~x)-P(~~~~)l-,O as n++oo. 
xtIW1 
Trivia1 examples show that a.i.r. is not unique. However, if exists, it determines the 
class of possible limit laws and the way of normalization and centering in limit 
theorems for &‘s. So it is reasonable to ask for existence of an a.i.r. only in the 
context of limit theorems: suppose /1 is a non-degenerate distribution on R’, 
B, -+ 00, and 
Then Theorem 1.1 asserts that a.i.r. exists if, and only if, for some p E (0,2], p is 
strictly p-stable, B, is l/p-regularly varying and, if p =2, BE/n is equivalent to a 
non-decreasing, positive sequence. It is possible to get rid of the last requirement, 
if we admit approximation by a stationary and independent in rows array and not 
by a single sequence (Theorem 2.2). 
In any case, we reduced our considerations to p-stable limit theorems, i.e., results 
on convergence S,/ B, --+? p”, where p is strictly p-stable and B, is l/p-regularly 
varying, for some 0 < p G 2. Further, in studying such theorems we hope to apply 
classical limit theorems for independent summands (a.i.r. exists!). 
At the first stage, we investigate mixing properties of S,‘s. It is proved in Theorem 
3.1, that a p-stable limit theorem implies Condition B: For each A E R’, 
max IE elh(~%+,/B,,) _ lj eih(S,/S,,) . E ei*WB,,)I + () as n + +a 
1 Sk,/5 n 
kf/SH 
(which allows breaking characteristic functions of sums into product of a small 
number of characteristic functions of segments). Conversely, if Condition B holds, 
then p must be strictly p-stable and B, is a l/p-regularly varying sequence. This 
statement slightly improves results of [24] and Theorem 18.1.1 in [ 131, replacing 
strong mixing by Condition B and non-degeneracy of p by CL # & (also regular 
variation on integers by usual regular variation in the case of [13]). It should be 
emphasized that Condition B does not imply any mixing (in the intuitive sense) 
properties and that it depends on the particular choice of B,. Suitable examples 
and discussion are contained in Sections 3-6. 
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The rest of the paper is devoted to necessary and sufficient conditions in p-stable 
limit theorems. The main result, Theorem 9.1, says that a p-stable limit theorem 
holds for S,/ B, if and only if Condition B holds and there is a sequence {m}, 
r,, 7 +CO, such that for every sequence {k,} of integers “tending to infinity slowly 
enough” (i.e., k, = o(m)) we have, 
where for each n, Y “,,, Yn,*, . . . , are independent copies of S/B,,. But setting 
Z = kP’lp Y,,j we get an array of infinitesimal and independent in rows random “., n 
variables. Hence, using classical results, we can express the above convergence in 
terms of truncated moments etc., in the form specific to 0 < p < 1, p = 1, 1 <p < 2 
and p = 2 (Theorems 9.2-9.5). Obtained this way criteria are improvements of [9] 
and [16]; the reader is referred to these papers for examples of applications. 
The paper is concluded with discussion of limit theorems admitting centering. 
In the Appendix we restate some basic facts on the weak convergence to stable 
laws. 
1. Asymptotic representations for sums 
LetX,,X,,... be a strictly stationary sequence of random variables. Denote S, = 0, 
S, =Cy=, X,, n = 1, 2,. . . 
As in the Introduction, we say that {X,} admits (or possesses) asymptotic indepen- 
dent representation (a.i.r.) for partial sums, if one can find independent, identically 
distributed random variables 2,) g2,. . . , such that 
sup~P(S,,~x)-P(3~~x)~+O as n-+-too, 
xaR’ 
(1.1) 
where S,,=%,+X2+. . .+g,,. 
In general, such a representation is not unique; it precisely describes, however, 
asymptotic properties of distributions of sums S,,. 
We state here the simplest theorem on existence of a.i.r.‘s. In Section 10 we will 
see that most results involving centerings can be reduced to the case considered 
below. 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that B, + ~0 and that {S,/B,} . LS convergent in distribution to 
a non-degenerate law t_~_ Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) {X,} admits an asymptotic independent representation for S,, (i.e., (1.1) holds). 
(ii) There exists p E (0,2] such that TV is a strictly p-stable distribution, {B,} is a 
l/p-regularly varying sequence and, tf p = 2, then B’,/n - c,, where c, > 0 is non- 
decreasing. 
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Proof. Prooffor p # 1. If & = 2, + Z2 + . . .+T?,, is an a.i.r. for S,,, then S,/B, j7 p 
is equivalent to $1 B, -c9 p and (ii) directly follows by Theorems A.1 and A.2. To 
prove the converse implication, it is sufficient to find an i.i.d. sequence {gk} such 
that &,,lB, -g + Indeed, knowing that S,,/B, -% p, too, we get by continuity of 
/_L both 
and 
SUP IP(~~nIB,)~x)-~.((-oo,xl)l~O 
XER’ 
sup ]P(&IB, s x) -cL((-~0, xl)1 + 0. 
X&r’ 
Hence (1.1) follows. 
The construction of 9(X;) (standard for p # 1) is based on Theorem A.4 and the 
following: 
Lemma 1.2. Let f be positive and monotone on some neighbourhood of injinity. Let 
{BnIncN and {CJntN vary regularly with index p > 0 and y E R’, respectively. If 
C,f(B,) - a E (0, a), (1.2) 
then f varies regularly with index p = -y/P_ 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (continued). By Theorem 15.3, p. 23 in [3] we may and do 
assume, that B, is non-decreasing. If p = 2, we need more: by (ii) we assume that 
Bz/ n is non-decreasing. 
Case 0 <p < 1. By (A.6), j_~ = Pois( V( p, c,, c-)) for some c+, c_ 2 0, c+ + c_ > 0. 
Let n, be such that c+ + c- < n,. Define 
( 
c-/n if-B,+, GX<-B, and n?nn,, 
F(x)= $(l-(c+-c2)/n,) if -BB,,I~~<B,O, (1.3) 
I-C+/n if B,<x<B,+, and nsn,. 
If 2,-F, then nP(T?,> B,)= c,, nP(T?,<-B,) = c- and by Lemma 1.2, both 
f+(x) = P(g, > x) and f-(x) = P(Y?, < - x ) are regularly varying with index -p. Now, 
using Theorem 1.5.11, p. 28 in [3], we can easily verify conditions (A.20)-(A.22) in 
Theorem A.4. Hence $, -+9 p. 
Case l<p<2. If ?j, j=l, 2 ,..., are independent and distributed according to 
F defined by (1.3), then Eq exists and xj = T - Eq, j = 1, 2, . . . , satisfy assump- 
tions of Theorem A.Q(iii). 
Case p = 2. In this case, p = N(0, a’) with a2 > 0. Set T(_?,) to be symmetric and 
such that 
E_%~I(]~,l< B,) = c2Bt/n. (1.4) 
Proofforp = 1. p is of the form Pois( ~(1, c, c)) * 6,, where c > 0. Let F, - F, with 
c, = c_ = c. Since ?, is symmetric, 
P,+ F*+. . .+ qn 
&I 
3 Pois( v(1, c, c)). 
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If a = 0, nothing else is to be proved. If a # 0, we will construct another i.i.d. 
sequence {zl}, being independent of {e} and such that 
2,+-z,+. . .+z, 
2 a. 
B, 
Without loss of generality, we can take a = 1. A special representation for slowly 
varying functions is necessary. 
Lemma 1.3. Let Z(x) be a slowly varying function. Then there exists a random variable 
Z such that 
I(x) - EzI(p~ 4 x), (1.5) 
and 
WIZI s xl ~ o 
EZZ(lZl G x) 
asx-+~. (1.6) 
Proof. By Theorem 1.3.3, p. 14 in [3], one can find a,>0 and a C”-function h 
defined on [a,, -too) such that 
I(x) - eh(logr’ = I,(x), (1.7) 
and for each n Z 1, 
h’“‘(x) -+ 0 as x+ +oo, (1.8) 
Let x0> a, be such that 
h’(log x0) < 1. (1.9) 
For x Z= x0, set 
q(x) = (l;(x))-, q(-x) = (l:‘(x))+. (1.10) 
J 
K M(xo) = (q(x) + d-x)) dx <+a. (1.11) xi, 
Let us observe that 
Indeed, 
M(%) = J 
cc 
eh”ogX’(hr’(log x) - h’(log x)(1 - h’(log x))lx-‘dx, 
X” 
where eh(‘ogx)/X’/2 and Ih”(log x) - h’(log x)(1 - h’(log x))] are bounded functions 
and x-jf2 is integrable on [x,, +a). In particular, for x3x0, 
J cc (q(u)-q(-u)) du = J a3 d(-l;(u)) = I:(x)+I~I l;(y) = Z;(x), (1.12) X X 
for Z;(y) = y~‘eh”“gy’h’(log y) + 0 as y + +co. 
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We complete the definition of q, setting q(0) = 0 and for 0 <x <x0, 
q(x) = D’ (l/x0), q(-x) = 0. (1.13) 
Here D is chosen in such a way that 
I, = (q(u) - d-u)) du 
3, % 
= J (I (q(u) - q(-u)) du 0  
+ (q(u) - q(-u)) du 
i.e., 
= $xoD+ l;(xo)xu, (1.14) 
D =21,(x0) 
1 - h’(log x,) 
x0 
Notice that D > 0 by (1.9). If 
C := 
J 
,= (q(x)+q(-x))dx=D+M(x,) (>O), 
then p(x) = C’q(x), x E R’ is a probability density on R’. Let P’( W) has the density 
p(x); then by (1.12) and (1.13), 
5 
I 
I(x) - I,(x) = G(u) du + &(x0) 
X,1 
=C 
1 
x(P(W~u)-P(W<-u))du 
31 51 (1.15) 
l tC J (P(W>u)-P(W<-u))du 0
=CEWz(~W~~x)+Cx(P(W>x)-P(W<-x)). 
Further, for x 3 xc,, 
xP(I WI ax) = C-’ j: I/:‘(u)1 du 
f,(x) x_‘I,(x) 
_ Ih”(lOg x) - h’(log x)(1 - h’(log x))l _ o 
C( 1 - h’(log x)) 
as x--2 +m. 
In particular, x(P( W> x) - P( WC -x)) = o(l,(x)) and l(x) - CEWr(l WI Gx). 
Hence EWI(I WI s x) is slowly varying and 
l(x)-CEWI(IWIsx)-CEWI(IWIsx/C) 
= E(C. W)I(lC. WIsx). 
So 2 = C. W has the desired properties (1.5) and (1.6). 0 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1 (continued). Now we are ready to construct independent 
Z, , &, . . . satisfying 
(1.16) 
Let I,(x) be an (asymptotic) inverse to l-regularly varying B,,, . If Z(x) = [x]/IB(x), 
then it varies slowly and B, - IB( &)I( B,) - nl(B,). Now, set d;p(&) = ,Ze(Z) for Z 
satisfying (1.5) and (1.6) and apply Theorem A.3. q 
2. Asymptotic representations in the array setting 
The case p = 2 is exceptional: we impose on B, the requirement that “S’,/n - c, > 
0, c, f “, which is equivalent to “lim inf,,,, Bz/n > 0 and Bi/n - inf,,,=” Bi/m”. 
This implies that Bi/n must converge to a nonzero limit (perhaps to infinity). Let 
us consider the following: 
Example 2.1 [4, Lemma 21. There exists a centered Gaussian stationary sequence 
{X,} such that B, = m is i-regularly varying and B$/ n + 0. 
Clearly, for centered Gaussian sequences, S,,/]]Var (X,,) - N(0, l), so still: “B, is 
l/p-regularly varying and p is strictly p-stable”, while no a.i.r. exists. One can find, 
however, an approximation via a stationary in rows array. 
We will say, that {S,) admits an asymptotic independent representation in the 
array setting if there is an array {g,,j ; j E k4, n E kJi> of independent and stationary 
in rows random variables, such that for each 0 < 0 < 1, 
max 
tln<m=K’n 
sup (p(S.,~x)p(~,~~~~x)/~O as n++a. (2.1) 
.,tiW’ 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose B, + 00 and S,/B, +‘? p, where p is non-degenerate. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) B, is l/p-regularly varying and p is strictly p-stable for some p E (0,2]. 
(ii) {S,} admits an asymptotic independent representation in the array setting. 
Proof. (i)*(ii). If O<p < 2, set 
&,=X,, jEk4, n EN, 
where &‘s are given by Theorem 1.1. Then for each 0 > 0, 
sup sup /P(S,ax)-P(j_,~,,js.)i -+O as rz++a, 
Hnrm xiR’ 
and (2.1) is satisfied. So let p = 2 and let p = N(0, a*). Set 
P(kH, = *uB,/,&) =$. 
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If 8, < k, s 8-‘n, then 
k,E(~~,,IB,,,)I((~~,,(lB,,~ c I) =0 Vn EN, 
for 8 > 0 and n large enough, 
k,P(I%,ll&,, > E) = 0, 
and by $-regular variation of B,, as n + +-co, 
k,E(~~,,IB,,)*1(1~~,,1/B I,, s I) = k, . (a’/n) . M’;l%,,) - 
By Theorem A.4(iv), conditions (2.2)-(2.4) imply that 
k<1 
Since {k,} was arbitrary, (2.1) follows. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
2 
(T. (2.4) 
(ii)+(i). By (2.1), for each 0~ t < 1, SC,,,/& possesses the same limit in distribu- 
tion as Ci_j z,,j/B, (if there is any). But S,,/B, -+ p, so for each A E R’, 
E exp 
( 
ihB,’ :$: gnj) = (E ,i~~r’*,,,)[n~l = {(E ei~K’~,,,,)nj[nrl/n + p(h)‘. 
Hence 
B,,,, 
( 
q1 q 
B, B[P?,,,=l 
converges in distribution to a non-degenerate limit, which is distinct from p. By the 
convergence to types theorem, for each 0 < t < 1, 
B,n,l 
B+ G(t) f 1, (2.5) 
n 
where $(t) is finite and positive. By Theorem 1.3 of [28], $(t) = t” for some 
--OO < p < +OO and (2.5) holds for each t > 0. Since B, + CO and I,!J( t) f 1, we have 
p = l/p > 0, for some p > 0, and B, is l/p-regularly varying. In particular, setting 
t = l/k we get 
Y?((l/k”“)X)*” = L!?(X), 
if L??(X) = p. So /1 is strictly p-stable and 0 <p G 2. q 
Remark 2.3. In the proof of (ii)+(i) we used only the property that for each 0 < t < 1, 
sup P(S,,,jGX) -p c X,, (;;: _ Gx)I+O. (2.6) 
xeR’ 
This is the alternative form of (2.1). We prefer, however, (2.1), for it shows the nth 
row provides a ‘good’ approximation on intervals On < m c F’n. 
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3. Condition B 
We introduced ‘p-stable limit theorems’ as results on the weak convergence of sums 
to a strictly p-stable limit laws with l/p-regularly varying normalizing constants. 
From the previous section we know that a p-stable limit theorem holds if and only 
if one can find a convergent (after normalizing) asymptotic independent representa- 
tion in the array setting. But existence of an a.i.r. implies a kind of ‘asymptotic 
independence’ or ‘mixing’. We are able to describe the minimal form of such mixing 
properties. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose B, + 00 and 
W& TV+%. 
There exists p E (0, 21 such that p is a strictly 
regularly varying sequence with index l/p if and 
sa tis$ed : 
Condition B. For each h E R’, 
(3.1) 
p-stable distribution and B, is a 
only zy the following condition is 
max JE e iA(Sl+,/Rr,) _ jj ,iA(s,/B,,) . E eiA(S,/~,l)l ~ 0 as n + +a. 
lsk,ls-n 
(3.2) 
k+l=n 
Proof. To prove the sufficiency, we need a variant of the convergence to types 
theorem. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that B, + CO and that S,/B, j9 P. Let k, - 00, k, G n. Zf p is 
non-degenerated and {sk,3/ B,} is shift-tight, then 
Bk, sup-<c<+cc. 
n 4, 
(3.3) 
In particular, {Sk,,/ B,} is tight and its every limit distribution is of the form 2’( C’ . X), 
where 2(X) = p and 0~ C’s C. 
Proof. Suppose Bk,,,/B,.+ SC0 along some subsequence {n’} c N. Then 
where S,, is an independent copy of S,, and @(A) = p(-A), A E 93’. Hence 
Sk,,. - Sk & &. - Sk,,. pr=-i. 
& B,, &,,, 
is not tight, i.e., {Sk,JB,,} cannot be shift-tight. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1 (continued). SufJiciency. First we will show that I_L is a strictly 
p-stable distribution and that Bk.,,/ B,, + k’lp for each k EN. 
Fix kgN and observe that by (3.2), 
(Z(S,,/B,.,))*k~~ as n + +a. 
If p= S,, a # 0, then $1 Bk.,, +g al k and Bk.,,/ B, + k. If /1 is non-degenerated, we 
can apply the above lemma and see that {B,/B,.,} is bounded. If ck is any limit 
point of B,/Bk., and LY(X)=p., then 
z(ck ’ x, *k = Y(X), 
and since p # So, we have ck # 0. So for each k one can find a constant ck > 0 such 
that 
T(X) *k = z(( l/c,)X). 
Hence p is strictly p-stable for some p E (0,2]. Moreover, ck = k”“, so 
B,.,/B, + k’lp as n + +a. 
It remains to prove that B, is l/p-regularly varying. 
Lemma 3.3. {c,} varies p-regularly zf and only if 
ck.,,/c,, + k” as n + +X Vk E N, 
and for all sequences {k,}, {I,,} c N, such that k, + 00, l,/ k, * 0, 
ck,,/ Ck,,+I,, * 1 as n + +*. 
Proof. By (3.5) and (3.6), we have for p, q E N, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
C[(p/,).nl C[lJ.(n/9)1 CpEnl91 cc,/91 Cdn/91 =-.-.-.- 
G Cv[nl91 CLnl91 C,[nl91 G 
-_21 .p’.q-” .l asn-++co. 
Fix A > 0 and let p,,/q,, L A so slowly that still c,~,,,~,,,,~.,,~/c, + A”. By (3.6) also 
crAnllc~h/9,,)~nl~ 1, 
and we see that 
i.e., 
CtAnl C[“Rl wP,#/4i*).“l 
+ A”, 
Cl2 c[(P,,/%l.nl G 
c,,+ $(A)E(O,~O) as n++co VA>O. 
Now we can apply [3, Theorem 1.9.5, p. 521). 0 
(3.7) 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (continued). By the above lemma we have to prove that 
Bk, 1 Bk, + I,, + 1 whenever k, + CO and I,,/ k, + 0. 
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Since B, + 00, there exists m, + ~0 such that 
max Sj/ Bk,,+/,, 3 0. 
,sj=m,, 
If I,,, s m,, along a subsequence {n’} c N, then 
Sk,,, Bk, Sk,,. Sk ,+I,,, 
_.)I=-_)I 
Bk,,, B/c,,,+,,,, B/c,,.+/,,, B/w+/,, zp’ 
and Bk,,,/ Bk,,,+ ,,,, + 1 by the convergence to types theorem (if p = S,, a # 0, we get 
&,,,I B,<t.+,tx. + 1 by direct arguments). So we can assume that 1, > m,, in particular, 
that 1, + 00. By the asymptotic decomposition given by (3.2), 
=%sk,r/Bk,,+,,) * ~(s,,,/Bk~~+,n)*P~ (3.8) 
If p is non-degenerated, both Bk,,/ B .,, L +, and B,,,/ Bk,,+,,, are bounded by Lemma 3.2. ,, 
If p = 6,, say a > 0, then for each E > 0, 
P(S,,,/&+,,, > -C) --, 1 ZiS TI + +a. 
This and (3.8) imply for each E > 0, 
P(Sk,,/&,,+,,, < a + &) + 1 
or 
P(S,,~/B,,,<(B,,+,,,/B,,~)(a+&))’ 1. 
Hence lim inf &+,,,/Bk,, 2 1 and Bk,,/Bk,,+,,, is a bounded sequence. Similarly 
B,,, / Bk,,+,,, is bounded. 
Suppose that &I&+,,, + c, and B,JBk,,+,,, + c2 along a subsequence. Then 
5?(c,X) * Z(czX) = T(X) = /J, 
and it follows from strict stability of p, that cl” + cc = 1. Hence 
(Bk,,/B~,,+,,,)P+(B,,,/Bk,,+,,,)P -j 1 as fl - +a. 
This in turn implies that for k,, I, + 00, 
(3.9) 
Bk 
lim supes 1. 
n-o? k,,+ ,,, 
If 1,/k, + 0 then 1, s k,/k for n large enough and by (3.10) and (3.4), 
B, 
lim sup A B ,,, 6 lim sup r 
n-03 k,,+,,, n+cn k,, 
B/ 
slim sup; 
n-+‘X BkWkl 
(3.10) 
= lim sup 
f%k,/kl BI ,t 
,,‘cc N[k,lkl BW,JW 
s k-‘lp + 0 as k+oo. 
Hence (3.9) implies Bk,,/ Bk,,+,,, + 1. 
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Necessity. By Theorem 1.5.3, p. 23 in [3], we can assume that B, is non-decreasing. 
Further, if k,/ n + 0 then for n large enough k, s n/k (k fixed) and 
Bk,, Bk,, Blnlkl._< Bun/k] &n/k] __=-. 
RI Btn,k] Bk[n/k] 4, B 
~ k-l/P as n + +KJ. 
k[nlkl 
Since k is arbitrary, we conclude that &I&, + 0, and, in particular, 
Sk,,/ B, 3 0, (3.11) 
If (3.2) does not hold, one can find A E R’, sequences k, and 1, and a subsequence 
{n’} c N such that along n’, 
k,,ln’+s, l,!/n’+ t, s+t<l, 
and for some 6 > 0, 
1~ ei*(%,,,+,,,,/~,~J _ E ei*(%,,/B,,.) . E ei*(S,,,,/B,,.)I 2 & (3.12) 
If s > 0 and t >O, then by l/p-regular variation of B,, E ei*(s~fz~B~~~)+ E eihr”“X, 
E eiA(‘“,,,,f B,>.) + E e i*f”“X and E ei*cs,,,,+,,,lR,r,) + E eih(F+r)““X, where z(X) = + Since 
p is strictly p-stable, 
Ee ihs’/“X . E eiAr”r’X = E eih(s+r)“r’X, 
what is in contradiction with (3.12). 
If s =0 and t > 0, we have by (3.11), Sk,,./ B,,,-+, 0, S,,,./B,,~ +% t”“X and 
&>,..,J B,, -9 t’IPX, so again (3.12) is impossible. Similarly, if s = 0 and t = 0, the 
three limits are 0. q 
Remark 3.4. If X,‘s are non-negative, i.e., values of S,/ B, lie in [0, a), we can use 
the Laplace transform instead of characteristic functions. Condition B takes then 
the form: For each A > 0, 
,mkax, IE e-*‘s,+,lB,,) _ E ep”‘““l”,,’ . ,lj e-A(s,/Bty)I + 0. 
G ,c 
k+,s,, 
(3.13) 
Condition B means we can break sums into seemingly independent components. 
This property becomes even more transparent, if we consider an alternative version 
of Condition B. 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose B, + ~0, {S,/ B,} is tight and no limit point of {S,/B,} is 
degenerate. Then Condition B holds if and only iffor some (and then for any) metric 
d, which metrizes the weak convergence of distributions on R’, we have 
max d(~(S,+,/B,),~(S,/B,)*6P(S,/B,))~O as n++cQ 
,Gk,,GlI 
ktlsn 
(3.14) 
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Proof. Tightness of {S,/B,} and either (3.14) or (3.2) imply shift tightness of 
{Sk/B, ; 1s ks n, n EN}. If no limit point of {S,,/B,,} is degenerate, then we can 
apply a slightly modified Lemma 3.2: ~up,~~_,,~~~ &/B,<+oo, hence, con- 
sequently, {S,/B, ; 14 k d n, n E N} is tight. 
Now suppose (3.14) is not satisfied. Then we can find sequences k, G n and 1, s n 
and a subsequence {n’} c N such that along n’, 
and p, # p2 * Pi. So (3.2) cannot hold. The converse implication can be proved the 
same way. 0 
4. Some examples 
It should be pointed out that Condition B can be satisfied even by non-ergodic 
sequences and only for very particular choice of B,. Examples (4.1)-(4.3) below 
provide three types of such phenomena. 
Example 4.1. Let X - Pois( v(1, c, c)) (Cauchy distribution) and let for each j E N, 
X, =X. Then it is well known, that T((m/n)X) = ZY(X/n>*“l, hence 
2?(+) ;2?(yx) =~(~)*‘““‘=~(3;‘” * $x)“’
and Condition B is fulfilled with {X, , X,, . . . } totally dependent. 
Example 4.2. Let O<p < 1 and let p be in the domain of attraction of a strictly 
stable law Pois (v(p, c+, c-)). If {gj} are i.i.d. and Z(%,) = p, then 
g+Pz2+. . .+J& 
&I 
-t Pois (v(P, c+, c-11, 
.9 
where B, = n’lp Z(n) varies regularly. Now take arbitrary random variable X and 
define 
x,=.?;+x, j=l,2 ).... 
Then {Xj} is a stationary sequence and 
x,+x,+. . .+x, 
& 
r7,+2,+*. -+z, n 
= 
B, 
+jy X 2 Pois ( V(P, c+, c-11, 
” ’ 
for n/B, = n ‘-“P/l(n) + +co as n + +OO. By Theorem 3.1, Condition B holds. 
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Example 4.3. Let j_~, and t+ be two distinct probability distributions on R’ with zero 
mean and variance 1. Let X,, . . . be conditionally independent over u-field 4 = 
{A, A’, 0, iI> (0 < P(A) < 1) and such that for each j, the regular conditional distribu- 
tion of X, given 4 is of the form ~,x~+~Qx~c. Then 
>I > 
4 =(E(exp (itX,/&)l9))“-+ e-(I”)” a.s., 
so 
Here again X, , X2, . . . satisfies Condition B by Theorem 3.1. 
The next example is more subtle. 
Example 4.4. Suppose that X,, X2,. . . are associated, i.e., for each n E N and each 
pair f, g of functions f; g:iR”+lR’, which are bounded, measurable and non- 
decreasing in each coordinate separately, 
Cov(f(X,,X,,...,X,),g(X,,X,,...,X,))~O. (4.1) 
This definition is due to [lo]. For associated random variables with finite variances, 
Newman ([20], see also [21]) proved an inequality which we will use in the form 
IE elhS,+,l’? _ E eiAs,/H,< . E elAs,+?( < (A2/B2,) Cov (S,, Sk+, _ Sk). (4.2) 
Notice that if k + 1 s n and EX, = 0 we have 
L+l-l n-l 
Cov (Sk, Sk+’ -Sk)s 1 jEX,X, G C jEX,X,. 
j=l ,'I 
(4.3) 
Corollary 4.5. Suppose X,, X2, . . . are stationary associated with Jinite variances and 
zero mean. 
(i) If EX,X, =0(1/n) then Condition B holds for B, =A. 
(ii) l(n) = EX:+2 Cr=, EXOXj is a slowly varying sequence if and only if B, = 
m is i-regularly varying. In such a case Condition B is satisjied for B,. 
Proof. (i) is immediate from (4.2) and (4.3). Notice that here S,/& need not be 
tight; nevertheless Condition B holds. 
(ii) For associated random variables with zero mean, 
EX,X, 2 EX,EX, = 0, 
hence I(O) > 0 and I(n) is a non-decreasing sequence. By Corollary 1.7.3, p. 40 in 
[3], Z(n) is slowly varying if and only if ES: = Z(0) + I( 1) +. . . + I( n - 1) - nl(n), i.e., 
ES: is l-regularly varying. But 
n-l n-1 
ES; = nEX;+2 C (n -j)EX,X, = d(n) -2 C J’EX,X,. 
j-1 ;=, 
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Since ESZ, - nZ(n) we see that 
and Condition B follows by (4.2) and (4.3). 0 
It is possible to weaken the assumptions of Newman’s inequality (4.2) at the cost 
of a constant factor on the right-hand side. The following definition was proposed 
by Burton, Dabrowski and Dehling [7]: Random variables X, , X,, . . . , X,,, are said 
to be weakly associated, if whenever n is a permutation of { 1,2, . . . , n}, 14 k < m, 
andf:[W”+[W’, g:IW’“‘-h’ + [w’ are coordinatewise increasing then 
Cov (f(Xi?(l), . .‘, X,d, dxck+l,,. . ., Xn,f?l,))~O. 
Dabrowski and Dehling [8, Proposition 2.11 proved that 
zz 2B;’ C IhjIlhkl cov Cxj, xk), 
I-Zj<.ksm 
(4.4) 
provided X, , X2,. . . , X,,, are weakly associated. In particular, 
IE eihSA+,/R,I -E eiAsh/‘,r . E e1”s~‘RtzI<2(~2/B~) C-JV (Sk, Sk+,-Sk), (4.5) 
and we get: 
Corollary 4.6. In Corollary 4.5 we may assume that X, , X2, . . . are weakly associated 
only. 0 
Remark 4.7. An example on p. 302 in [7] shows that there are weakly associated 
sequences, which are not associated. This means Corollary 4.6 essentially improves 
Corollary 4.5. 
5. Strong mixing and Condition B 
In the above examples we checked Condition B either by Theorem 3.1 or by means 
of special tools like Newman’s inequality. It is not a traditional approach. The 
tradition, initiated by Rosenblatt’s paper [27], suggests describing mixing properties 
via ‘mixing coefficients’, being specific measures of dependence between ‘future’ 
and ‘past’. Let 9 and %’ be u-fields in a probability space (0, 5, P). Define 
a( ‘Z?,%‘) = sup {jP(A n B) - P(A)P(B)[; A E 9, BE R}, 
~(YI,Z)=sup{IP(BIA)-P(B)j; AEY?,P(A)>O,BE~V}. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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Mixing coefficients provide a useful estimation of covariances, e.g.: 
Lemma51 [6,Theoreml.l]. Suppose l~p,q~~andp-‘+q-‘sl. IfXandYare 
complex random variables and X E Lp( C4), Ye L“(x), then 
IEXY-EX. EY1S2Tr(Y(%, W”C#@, %?)““4(SC, 5?)“~JXJ(,lI YJI,, (5.3) 
where 1 c r s CO is such that p-’ + q-’ + r-’ = 1. Cl 
Now, for k < m and stationary {X,,}jtMI, define 
s;:=a(X,; ksjsm), SF= a(Xj; j> k). 
Set 
(5.4) 
cu(n)=supcu(9;“,9:+,), nzl, 
m 
(5.5) 
and say that {X,} is a-mixing (or, following [27], strongly mixing), if a(n)+0 as 
n + ~0. If for some m > 0, a(m + 1) = 0, then {X,} is said to be m-dependent. 
Proposition 5.2. If { X,},tN is a-mixing, then Condition B is satisjiedfor every sequence 
B,+oo. 
Proof. Let k, + 1,~ n. We have to prove that 
E ei*(%,,+,,,lL1,,’ _ E ei*(S~,,IRjj’ . E ,~*(SI,,/~~~) - 0 as n -+ +a. 
Since B, + co, we can assume that both k, + a~, and 1, + a. Let m, G min {k,, I,), 
m, + 00 be such that S,,,/ B, -!P 0. Define U,, = S,,,_,,, and V,, = Sk,,+,,, -Sk,,+,,,,, . Then 
Ee ihSk,,+l,,/RtT _ E eiA(u~~+V~~~~n~~ + 0,
Ee %,,/?I _ E eihUJBtf + 0, 
E e ihS, /B ), I, -E eihv~z/n~~ + 0. 
And by (5.3) with r = 1, p = q = +a, 
IE e 
ih(U,,+V,f)/B,r _ E eiAu,tlB,, . E ,iAV,,/B,, 
G 27ra(2m,) -+ 0 as n - +a. 0 
The idea we used above is known as ‘separation of blocks’: for each sequence 
B, + ~0 we can find m, -+ CO such that Condition B is equivalent to 
max 1~ ei~%+,+,JB,z _ E e’%/B,z . E ei*WB.I +. 0 as n + +a, (5.6) 
m,, = k,l,m 
k+,+m=n 
for every A ER’. 
It is well-known, that an ergodic homogeneous Markov chain on a finite state 
space is not a-mixing, if it is periodic with period r> 1. Nevertheless, it satisfies 
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Condition B for each B, + ~0, as we shall see below. Following O’Brien [22, p. 2861, 
say that {X,} is r-strongly mixing if 
ctJn)=sup ;;‘+AnB,)-P(A)P(B)I+O as n ---z +c0, (5.7) 
where the supremum is taken over all positive integers m, all A E Sy”, all B E >9+,, 
and Bk is the shift of B for k steps (if B = {(X,, X,, . . . ) E E} a.s. for some E E 9J3”, 
then BI = {(X,,, , XktZ, . . . ) E E} a.s.). 
Proposition 5.3. If {X,} is r-strongly mixing, then Condition B holds for every B, + 00. 
Proof. We have to check (5.6). So take A E R’, r s m, s k, 1, m; k + I+ m 4 n, and 
observe that it is enough to find an estimation for 
CL&,, = ~f(S,c)f(G+,+m-Sk+,)-Ef(&). Ef(S), 
where f( *) is either sin hB,‘( .) or cos A&‘( .). But 
We know that 
+iT +cc 
EXY-EXEY= J J (P(X>x, Y>y)-P(X>x)P(Y>y))dxdy, -a -zs 
so 
-P(f(S,)>x)P(f(S,)>y) 
$4a,(m)G4a,(m,)-+O as n -j +a, 
uniformly in k, 1, m. And for each a > 0 we have 
If(x) -f(Y)1 G & +2x{ix~,+~F~(x, YL 
hence 
r-l 
S .5+2r-’ C P(Ih(I(S,+,+,+j-S,+,+,)-(Sk+m+,-Sk+m)(>&Bn) 
,=O 
r-1 
S E +4r-’ 1 P(~h~(S,(>~.zB,,)~ E as n* +CO. 0 
,=” 
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O’Brien ([22, Theorem 5.21) observed, that sequences being instantaneous func- 
tions of a stationary Harris chain with period r, are r-strongly mixing. By the above 
proposition we see that such sequences satisfy our Condition B. 
6. Decoupling methods 
Besides ‘separation of blocks’ another operation can be useful while checking 
Condition B. Suppose we can decompose 
S,IB,=Sk,k+Sf,k, lcksn, ~EN(, 
where Si,, +“p 0 as n -+ cc uniformly in k, i.e., 
,F;:~ P(lS{,,l> F) + 0 as n + +a. 
Then, obviously, Condition B is equivalent to 
max IE eihS>;,,+, _ ,Jj e’“% . E ihSs;.,l _+ 0 as n + +a, 
(6.1) 
and this may require much less information, than a-mixing or thereabout. Develop- 
ing the idea we come to s-approximation as suggested by Theorem 4.2 of [2]: if 
(6.2) 
where 
lim lim sup ,m:~~ p(ls~,k(s)i>E)=O v&)0> (6.3) 
fil0 n+;o 
then Condition B holds if and only if 
gyo lim sup ky~_~n IE eiAst;,~+~“’ - E eihSti,h(*) . E eihst;,r(‘)l = 0. 
II-ar, 
(6.4) 
Example 6.1. Suppose {X,} is a stationary sequence with one-dimensional marginal 
distribution belonging to the domain of attraction of a strictly p-stable law p = 
Pois( V( p, c+, c_)), 0 <p < 1, c+ + c_ = 1. Let B, be such that 
nP((X,I > B,) + 1. 
For 6 > 0, define 
(6.5) 
x 
“.I 
xl,k(S) = i X,,,(S), 
j-1 
= f Ykj(8) + ; Y:,j(s). 
j=l j=l 
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By Karamata’s Theorem 1.5.11, p. 28 in [3], 
and 
Hence (6.3) holds and we can restrict our attention to Sk,,(S) only. 
Now observe that 
S;,,(S) = 
I 
x1(6 < 1x1s G?)&(dx), (6.6) 
where N+( .) are point processes on R’\{O] defined by 
M,,(A) = ; I(XjI& E A). 
,=I 
Representation (6.6) allows us to apply the whole power of the point processes 
theory, as described in the book [7]. For more details we refer to [15]. 
7. Convergence to strictly p-stable laws 
Suppose Z, --+* CL, where p is strictly p-stable. For each n, let { Yn,j}iEN be a sequence 
of independent copies of Z,. By strict stability of CL, for each kEN we have 
2 k-lip ,j, Yn.;> ;f CL 
( 
as n + +co. 
Hence we can find a sequence {r,,} of integers, r,, 2 00, such that 
where d,_ is the Levy metric. In particular, if {k,} is a sequence of positive integers 
such that k, -+ co and k,, = o(m), then 
(7.1) 
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and {Z,,j = k;“P Yn,; ; 1 s j G k,, n E RJ} is an infinitesimal array of row-wise indepen- 
dent random variables. For such arrays we can use Theorem A.4 and find expressions 
involving Z,,‘s, which are necessary for (7.1) and so, necessary for Z,, *9+ 
Proposition 7.1. Suppose Z,, converges in distribution to a (possibly degenerate) strictly 
stable distribution t.~. Then there exists a sequence r, /+ +a such thatfor each sequence 
{k,} c N tending to infinity so slowly, that k,/r,, --f 0, one of statements (i)-(iv) listed 
below holds: 
(i) 1s 0 <p < 1 and u = Pois( y( p, c+, c_)), 
k”P(Z, > kyp) + c+, 
(7.2) 
k,P(Z, < -k:“‘) + c-. 
(ii) Zfp = 1 and u = Pois( v(1, c, c)) * 6,, 
k,P(Z,, > kjl”‘) + c, 
k,P(Z,, < - k:lP) + c, (7.3) 
(iii) If 1 < p < 2 and u = c, - Pois( v( p, cc, c)), 
k,P(Z,, > k:‘“) + c+, 
k,P(Z, < -k;,‘“)+ c-, 
k~,-““E2,I((Z,(~k~‘“)-,(c+-c~_)/(1-p). 
(iv) Ifp = 2 and to = N(0, u’), 
k,P(jZ,j > k:‘*) + 0, 
k;“EZ,J((Z,l~ k;‘*)+O, 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
Proof. Conditions involving k,P((-l)‘Z, > k:‘p), i = 0, 1, are implied by (A.20) with 
x = 1, if 0 < p < 2, and (A.25) with F = 1, if p = 2. Conditions operating with variances 
and expectations of truncated Z,,‘s are exactly as stated in Theorem A.4. 0 
We shall examine in detail consequences and structure of conditions (7.1)-(7.5). 
Proposition 7.2. Let (7.1) holds with strictiyp-stable t.~ and let along some subsequence 
{N’}, Z,,. converges to some strictly p-stable law v. Then v = (u. 
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Proof. Repeating the considerations from the beginning of the section, we see that 
whenever k,, tends to infinity slowly enough, 
while by (7.1), it has to converge to p. q 
Proposition 7.3. Suppose either 
l (7.2) with c+ + c- > 0 or 
l (7.3) with c> 0 or 
. (7.4) with c+ + c_ > 0 or 
. (7.5) with CT’> 0. 
Then {ZAmcN is tight and no limit point of (Z,,} is degenerated. 
Proof. If {Z,} is not tight, we may assume without loss of generality, that for some 
rl ’ 0, 
lim lim sup P(Z,, > k) 2 r]. 
k-m n-rlr 
Take {r,,} as in Proposition 7.1 and find that Nt> N,_, such that 
P(Z,, > l”P) > 471, (7.6) 
andr,>l2foralln~N,.Definek,=lifN,~n~Nt+,.Thenk,/r,~l/k,-tOand 
by (7.6), 
P(Z,,> k$!‘)+O as l+co, 
while we know that 
sup k,P(Z,,,, =5 k$‘) < +oo. 
I 
Hence {Z,} is tight. 
Now suppose that 0 < p < 2, c, > 0, and along some subsequence {n’} c N, Z,,, *+p a 
or Z,.- Q +p 0. By Proposition 7.1(i)-(iii), 
k,,P(Z,,- a > k:!“) + 0. 
On the other hand, if 1,. = [(a + k:(P)” ] + 1, then l,,-- k,, and we have 
k,,P(Z,,.--a > k!,l*)aF l,,.P(Z,,f> I!,!*)+ c+> 0. 
n’ 
So consider the remaining case: p = 2. If Z,. -+B a, 
EZ,J(/Z,j s kj;!*) + a, EZ’,J(/Z,.l s kj;12) + a* = m2, 
provided k,, + co slowly enough. Since a2 > 0, a # 0. But then 
kt;12EZ,J(IZ,,.I s k;l*$ + 0. 0 
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Corollary 7.4. In assumptions of the above proposition, suppose that b,.Z,, +9 p along 
some subsequence {n’} c N, where p is strictly p-stable dejined by the corresponding 
condition among (7.2)-(7.5). Then b,,,+ 1 along {n’}. 
Proof. We shall show that every subsequence {b,..} contains a further subsequence 
converging to 1. Indeed, one can find a subsequence {n”‘} such that Z,,... --+9 V, where 
v is non-degenerate. Since F is non-degenerate, too, the convergence to types 
theorem implies b,,,, + b > 0. But then v is strictly p-stable with parameters determined 
by (7.2)-(7.5), hence v = p. Consequently, b = 1. 0 
8. Regular variation in the limit 
Conditions (7.2)-(7.5) have a very special form: given a sequence of functions fn 
on IW+ (e.g., fn(x) = P(Z,, > x)) we assume that there exists a sequence r,, f co such 
that 
x,Pf,(x,)+c>O, 
whenever x, + 00, x, = o( r,). 
(8.1) 
Example 8.1. Let f be (-p)-regularly varying. Take a, + 00 and define 
h(x) = cf(a,x)lf(a,). 
Then f, possess property (8.1). Indeed, by (-p)-regular variation, 
AI(x) + ex-p, x>o. 
and this convergence is uniform on compact subsets of (0, +co) [3, Theorem 1.5.2, 
p. 221. In particular, 
xPh(x)+ c 
uniformly on compacts in (0, CO), hence (8.1) follows. 
In a trivial sense the above example describes all sequences satisfying (8.1); let 
g(x) =x-p, a, + 00 and define 
1 s(w) 1 -p 
g,(x) =- cgo=cx . 
Then (8.1) means that 
f,(xn)Ig,(x,)+ 1 
for all x, + cc slowly enough. 
Hence it is natural to say that a sequence of functions fn : (a, a) + R’ satisfying 
(8.1) is (-p)-regularly varying in the limit. The analogies between regular variation 
and regular variation in the limit go further: we can prove a result corresponding 
to the direct half of Karamata’s Theorem 1.5.11, p. 28 in [3]. 
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Theorem 8.2. Let p > 0 and let {fn : (a, +a) + Rt},tN be measurable, (-p)-regularly 
varying in the limit (i.e., (8.1) holds for some c > 0) and such that for each b > a, 
sup 
I 
h 
S(lfn( S) ds s K,, < +a. (8.2) 
n a 
Ifq-p+l>O, then 
x,, 
X-(Y-P+l) 
n sqfn(s) ds+C 
ll q-p+l’ 
(8.3) 
for all x, +OO slowly enough. In particular, functions g:(x) =I: s”f,(s) ds are 
(q -p + 1) -regularly varying in the limit. 
Proof. Let {r,} be taken from (8.1). Let a <y, <x, be such that x,, = o(m), x,/y, -03 
but still y, + co. Consider 
I 
x,, 
I 
I 
gZ(x,) -gX(y,) = sqf,(s) ds = x2-“+I (ux,)pfn(ux,)u4-p du. 
r’,, Y,,lA 
If y,/x, 5 u, s 1, the sequence {u,x,} is tending to infinity slowly enough (i.e., is 
o(r,,)). Since (8.1) holds for every such sequence, (ux,)pfn(ux,) + c uniformly in 
u E [y,/x,, 11. Hence for some E, + 0, 
g~(x,)-g4(Y,)=x~-P+‘(c+&,) u~-~ du 
=X, 
q-p+12s(l_(y+‘). (8.4) 
But c > 0, so gpl(x,) -gz(y,,) + co, and, in particular, gz(x,) -+ co. By (8.2) y, can be 
chosen in such a way, that gi(x,)/gz(y,) + 00, and then (8.3) follows from (8.4). q 
In the classical limit theory for independent summands, Karamata’s theorem 
provides a link between truncated moments and tail probabilities, and so is one of 
the most basic tools (see [ll, Chapter VIII.9]). Our approach preserves only a part 
of the power of Karamata’s results, but it is still enough to prove: 
Proposition 8.3. Suppose TV is a non-degenerate strictly p-stable law. Then (7.1) is 
equivalent to the corresponding condition among (7.2)-(7.5). 
Proof. Fix p E (0,2] and consider the condition 
k,,P(Z,, > k;lp) + c+, k,,P(Z, < -k:‘p) + c_, (8.5) 
for each sequence {k,} of integers such, that k, + 00 and k, = o( r,,). Let x,, + cc be 
a sequence of reals such that x, = o(r,,). Let k,, = [x,]. Then k,lr,, + 0 and 
(k, + I)P(Z,, > k:“‘) > x,P(Z, > XL’“) 2 k,P(Z, > (k, + I)“‘). (8.6) 
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Hence (8.5) implies x,P(Z,, > xi’“) + c,. In particular, for each x E [w+ and k, --, 03, 
k, = o(r,), 
k,P(ZJ k:“‘> x) + c+/x’, k,P(ZJ k:/” < -x) + cc/xp. (8.7) 
Replacing (8.5) by (8.7) in each of (7.2)-(7.5), we get conditions (A.20) and (A.25) 
of Theorem A.4 describing convergence to the Levy measure V( p, c+, c_). It is 
enough in the case p =2: all conditions of Theorem A.4 are satisfied and 
k,“2-$-, Y,,j -+% N(0, o’). 
So let O<p<2. We have 
k,E(Z,,/k:‘p)21(lZ,,/k;‘p~~ 6) 
c k;-““E(Z,, A (Sk;‘“))’ 
I 
fikl/” 
= 2k;-*/P Ii tP(lZ,l> t) dt 
0 
_ 2k’-*iP c,+c_ n 2-p (6ki’p)‘-p+’ (by Theorem 8.2) 
=262~p(c++c_)/(2-p)+0 as 6LO. 
This implies condition (A.22) and ends the proof for 1 G p < 2. 
Let 0 <p < 1. Similarly, as above 
k,lE(z,lk~‘P)~(lz,lk~‘pl~ S)l 
<k fip”PEIZ,,l A (Sk;“‘) 
Sk’/” 
” 
= ,$1/P P(lZ,( > t) dt 
0 
(8.8) 
=a’-“(c++c_)/(l-p)+O as 610, (8.9) 
so (A.21) holds and we have also proved the case O<p < 1. Cl 
Lemma 8.4. Let {h,} be a sequence of functions on (x,,+ CO). The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) There are: a constant c E R’ u {+a} u {-CO} and a sequence r,, T’ --CO such that 
h,(x,)+ c, (8.10) 
for each sequence x, + ~0, x, = o( r,,). 
(ii) For some (and then for any) S > 0, 
C:=lim suplim supKS,(x)=lim inflim inf_hf(x)=:_c, 
x+m *+‘X X-m n+cD 
(8.11) 
whereforx E [ms, (m+ l)S), h:(x) and h:(x) are, respectively, supremum and injmum 
ofh,, on [mc?, (m+1)6). 
If (i) or (ii) holds, then c = C = _c. 
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Proof. If c>_c, we can find sequences X,,, and x,!,, tending to infinity as slowly as 
desired and such that h,(ll,S) + C and h,,,(x,,,) +_c. So implication (i)+(ii) follows. 
To prove the converse, set 
b-,,, = C(ms), _6,,, = _h%mS), 
and observe that if x, E [ m,,6, (m, + 1)6), then x,/m, + 6 > 0 and 
_n,m,, =_h,fi(x,)~h,(x,)~h~(x,)=b,,,,,. b 
Hence it is sufficient to prove that if _b,,, s b-,,, and 
c = lim sup lim sup b;t,m = lim inf lim inf _b,,, 
m+cO n-W In+cc n+co 
(8.12) 
then there exists r,, f +OO such that 
lim b-,,,,,$ = lim _b,,,,f = c, (8.13) 
n+cn n-as 
for every sequence m, + Co, m, = o(r,). 
Suppose that (8.12) is fulfilled. Let [cl < ~0. For every p E PU there exists M,, > M,_, 
(M,, = l), such that for each m 2 M,, one can find N,,m satisfying 
c-p-‘<_b,,, ~b,,, < c+p-’ for all n 2 Np,,,. 
Define N,=Oandforp>l, 
N,, = max Np,,,, 
M,,~m<M,+, > 
v ( Np-, + 1). 
Let 
r, = Mm 
if N,sn< N,,+,, 
1, if n<N,. 
(8.15) 
Take m, s r,,, m, + +-co. Let q,, be such, that M,,, d m, < M,,,,, . Then r,, 2 m, 2 M,,, 
and by (8.15), n 2 N,,#. Moreover, q,, + +a, and by definition (8.14) we have 
n 2 N,,, 2 Ny,,,,,,,,  hence 
c - qnl < bn,,,, s L,In,, < c+ 4;‘. 
The proof of the cases c = +CO and c = -a is similar. q 
Regularly varying in the limit functions, which we consider in the paper, are 
mostly of the form 
A,(x) = b,,,,, (8.16) 
where {b,,} is an array of numbers. The other functions can be reduced to the 
above form by reasoning given in (8.6). For functions (8.16) we have: 
Corollary 8.5 [16, Lemma 11. Let {b,,,} be a double array of real numbers. 7Ien 
lim sup lim sup b,, = lim inf lim inf b,,, = c, 
m+‘x n-cc m-cc n-02 
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if and only if there exists {r”}nEN, lim, r,, = $-CO, such that 
b n,m,, + c us n++co 
for every sequence {mn}niN of positive integers satisfying lim, m, = +CO and 
m, = o(r,). 0 
Remark 8.6. It should be pointed out that in general 
lim_2p lim sup h,,(x) = lim inf lim inf h,(x) 
n-m x+(x> II-oc 
(8.17) 
is not sufficient for (8.10) to hold. Consider the following simple example: In each 
interval [m, m + 1) choose a sequence of distinct numbers: {a,,,, , a,,,, . . . } c 
[m, m + 1). Let A,, = {u~,~ ; m E N} and let fn (x) = xA,,(x). Then for each x, 
lim supn_ fn(x) = 0, so (8.17) is satisfied. On the other hand, fn(x,) = 1 if x, = u,,~,, 
for some m, EN. Now, if m, =o(r,,), m, +co, we see that (8.10) does not hold. 
9. p-stable limit theorems 
Let, as usually, S,, n EN be partial sums of a strictly stationary sequence {&,},,, 
and let B, + +co. 
In preceding sections we derived several necessary conditions for S,/B, to 
converge to a strictly p-stable law + Let us summarize: 
l Proposition 7.1 provides four sets of necessary conditions in the form specific 
to p. 
l Proposition 8.3 asserts, that if p is non-degenerated, those conditions admit a 
unified form, namely: there exists a sequence r,, P +OO such, that for every sequence 
{k,} c N, k, + +OO, k, = o( r,), we have 
where for each n, Y ,,,, Y,,*, . . . are independent copies of S,/ B,. 
0 If p # 6” and B, is l/p-regularly varying, then by Theorem 3.1, Condition B 
holds. 
We aim at proving, that in the presence of Condition B, (9.1) is also sujicient for 
S,I& -0 p. 
Theorem 9.1. Suppose t.~ is a non-degenerate strictly p-stable distribution. Then S,,/ B, 
converges in distribution to /* and B, is l/p-regularly varying if and only if Condition 
B is satisfied and (9.1) holds. 
Before proving the theorem, it seems to be useful to rewrite it, using Corollary 
8.5 and in each of the cases 0 <p < 1, p = 1, 1 <p < 2 and p = 2 separately. 
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Recall, that according to our convention, the p-stable limit theorem holds for 
S,/B, if 
- S,/ B, converges in distribution to some strictly p-stable law p, 
_ B, is l/p-regularly varying. 
Theorem 9.2. Let 0 <p < 1. Then the p-stable limit theorem holds with a non- 
degenerate limit TV if and only if Condition B is satisfied and 
lim sup lim sup m”P(S,/ B, > m) 
m-x n-x 
= lim inf lim inf m”P(S,/B, c-m)=: c+, 
171-x n-G? 
(9.2) 
lim sup lim sup m*P(S,/ B,, < -m) 
,1+x n-u? 
= lim inf liF_yf m “P(S,,/ B, < -m) =: c_, 
n,+;i 
where 0 < c, + c- < +OO. 
7’he above conditions imply p = Poisf y( p, c+, cm)). q 
Theorem 9.3. The l-stable limit theorem holds with a non-degenerate limit p if and 
only if Condition B is satisfied, (9.2) holds with c, = c_ = c, and 
lim sup lim sup B,‘ES,Z(IS,Is mB,>) 
t,,-1 n-x 
= lir__irnf liy_%f B~‘ES,,Z(IS,,I G mB,) =: a, (9.3) 
where a E R’. 
The above conditions imply /1 = Pois( v(l, c, c)) * 6,. •1 
Theorem 9.4. Let 1 <p < 2. Then the p-stable limit theorem holds with a non- 
degenerate limit p if and only [f Condition B is satisjied, (9.2) holds and 
limsup limsup m 
m-r n-s 
= lim inf lim inf m F’ ISfIl E$Z Bsrn =(c+-c-)/(1-p). 
( > 
(9.4) 
m-s n-u^ n n 
The above conditions imply 
/* = c, - Pois( v( p, c+, c-)) * 6(r+_r_j,(l_pj = crx - Pois( 4P, Ct, c-)), 0 
Theorem 9.5. The Central (=2-stable) Limit Theorem holds with a non-degenerate 
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limit p if and only if Condition B is satisfied and 
= ]im inf ]im inf Es I IS I 
( > 
$-S m =I cT2 > 0. 
,n+ x n-cc n n 
(9.5) 
(9.6) 
(9.7) 
The above conditions imply p = N(0, (T’). 0 
There are two prototypes for Theorems 9.2-9.5, both proved under the extra 
assumption of a-mixing. Theorem 9.5 improves (weakening a-mixing to Condition 
B) Theorem 1 in [16]. Similarly, Theorems 9.2-9.4 improve Theorem 1 in [9]. In 
addition, the latter result deals only with symmetric limits in the cases p = 1 and 
1 < p < 2, while in Theorems 9.3 and 9.4 general strictly p-stable limits are considered. 
Proof of Theorem 9.1. By the remarks preceding Theorem 9.1 and in the view of 
Theorem 3.1, it remains to be proved that Condition B and (9.1) imply S,/ B, -CT p. 
The general line of the proof is similar to that of [16]; the details are, however, 
different, since we use Condition B instead of a-mixing and p is a general strictly 
p-stable distribution. 
First of all we shall find a sequence s, f +a such that n. s,’ f +a and for every 
sequence k,, + +a, k,, = o(s,), we have 
&,,-,,I &,,.,, 7 CL. (9.8) 
Suppose (9.1) holds. By Proposition 7.3, we know that {S,,/B,} is a tight sequence 
with no degenerate limit distribution. This in turn implies, via Proposition 3.5, that 
Condition B is equivalent to (3.14). In particular, one can find a sequence ;;, 7 +a, 
F,, = o( n) such that 
max dL(2’(Sk.,,/ Bk.,), LY(S,,/ Bk.,T)*k) + 0 as n + +m, (9.9) 
1 c k _ l,i 
where, as previously, d, is the Levy metric. 
Suppose, that k, + +co, k, = o( r, A F’) (where r, is taken from (9.1)), and 
.%,+I &>z -n’ -;f Y 
along a subsequence {n’} c N. It follows from (9.9) that 
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On the other hand, by (9.1), x:5, Y,,.,i converges to p, when normalized by kE;ip. 
Since Y is non-degenerate, by the convergence to types theorem, 
&(k,,~)““,‘Bk ,,,. n.+ c, O< c< +a~. 
But then c-’ Y - )(*, so Z(Y) is strictly p-stable. By Proposition 7.2, Y-p and we 
have proved (9.8) with the only exception that s, = r, A F’,, may not satisfy n. s,‘y. 
To get this property, let us define s, = r, A F, and for n 2 1, s,,,, = r,,, A F,,,, A 
((1 +n-‘)%I). 
Now. let 
k, = o(q,,,,,$, k, + +a, (9.10) 
Then for large n’s, 
k, k k ~~<--11,0 as n++CO, 
.~I(n+L)h,,‘1 Sr,1-r:'1 I, S[,,-,-'] 
and the growth of k, is slow enough to get from (9.8), 
S I(n+L)h,, l,k,,lB,c,l+k,,,h,,‘,k,, ;f P, (9.11) 
Observe that 
where BT = inf,, ‘,1 B,,, 7 +CO. If, in addition to (9.10), k,, is such, that 
then by (9.11), 
St, 
+ PL, 
BRn+h,,)h,;‘lk,, ” 
and by Corollary 7.4 also S,,/B, -<?. p 0 
Remark 9.6. We used Condition B only in the weak form (9.9), which, under 
assumptions of Proposition 7.3, is implied by: 
Condition B’. For each A E R’ and each k E N, 
E e’“% J’% ,, -(E ei*SJBA.,,)k +, 0 as n + +a. (9.12) 
A brief review of methods of verifying conditions (9.2)-(9.7) can be found in [9] 
for O<p<2 and in [16] for p=2. 
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10. Limit theorems with centering 
We conclude our considerations with discussion of the general limit problem. From 
now onward suppose that S,, normalized by B, satisJies Condition B and that there 
are constants {A,,} such that 
(10.1) 
where p is a non-degenerate p-stable distribution (not necessarily strictly p-stable). 
Taking in (10.1) symmetrizations and applying Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
Lemma 10.1. {B,} is a l/p-regularly varying sequence. 0 
We are not going to develop the theory of convergence (10.1). Instead we suggest 
reducing it, when possible, to the restricted case considered above. More precisely, 
we are looking for constants A and a such that 
S,-n.A 
BIT 
T P * 6-a. (10.2) 
If A and a exist, they provide a complete reduction: X: = Xi -A, j = 1,2, . . . , form 
a new stationary sequence satisfying Condition B with the same normalizing con- 
stants B,, hence p * 6_, must be strictly p-stable. 
In general, such A and a do not exist. 
Example 10.2. Let X,, X,, . . . be i.i.d. with 9(X,) = c, - Pois(v(1, c,, c-)). Then 
Xl - 
x,+x,+. . .+x, 
n 
-(c+-c_)logn=i,$(Xj-(C+-c_)lOgn). 
If c+ # c_, then 2(X,) is a shift of no strictly l-stable distribution. On the other 
hand, by the convergence to types theorem, no essentially different centering exists 
and the centered sums cannot be replaced by partial sums of a stationary sequence. 
Fortunately, the case p = 1 is exceptional. 
Theorem 10.3. Suppose S-/B,, satisfies Condition B and for some constants {A,,}, 
(S, -A,)/& *cl p., where /* is a p-stable distribution, p # 1. 
Let a E R’ be such, that p * S_, is strictly p-stable. 
(i) If O<p< 1, then A,/B, + -a and 
S,IB, -;: P * s-0. (10.3) 
(ii) lf 1 <p < 2, then A,/n converges to some A E R’ and 
n.A-A, 
B, +’ 
as n++CO. (10.4) 
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Further, 
S,-n.A 
B, 
7 P * LT. (10.5) 
Lemma 10.4. In assumptions of the above theorem, ifp # 1, then for all {k,}, {I,} c N 
such that k, + I,, + +co we have as n -+ +co, 
(10.6) 
Proof. Follows by the convergence to types theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 10.3. (i) Set 
h(n)=A,/B,+a. 
Suppose that 0 < h, = lim SUP,,,~ h(n)< +oo. Let m,P+cc be such that 
lim h(m,) = h,. 
“-.U, 
If k, = [$nJ, I,, = m, - k,, then 
limsup~h(k,)+~h(Z~)~2’-“nh,,-ih,, 
n-m 9, m., 
and (10.6) cannot hold. If h, = +OO, take m, such that 
h(m,) = ,=?a”,,, h(k). 
With the same choice of k,, and I,, as above, we have for n large enough, 
~h(k,,)+~h(~,I)~2’~“p(1+e)h(m~). (10.7) 
,n,, ,n,, 
If 2’-““( 1 -t E) < 1, the gap between h(m,) and the sum on the left-hand side of 
(10.7) tends to infinity, hence (10.6) cannot hold, again. So lim sup,,, h(n) c 0. 
The same way we prove that lim inf,,, h(n)zO. 
(ii) Set 
f(n)=(A,+aB,)/n, g(n) = BJn. 
It is enough to prove, that f(n) converges to some A (i.e., A,/n + A), and that 
A-f(n)=o(g(n)) (i.e., (n.A-A,)/B,,+a). 
Let k,, = I,, = n. Then by (10.6), 
2B,f(2n)-f(n)+0 as n~+co - 
B > 2n g(n) 
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and, since 2B,/ Bz, + 2’-‘lp # 0, 
f(2n)-I‘(n)+0 
g(n) 
as n++cc. 
Proceeding with induction, we get 
f(k*n)-f(n)+0 
g(n) 
as n++co ifkEN. 
Further, it follows from (10.9) that for all k, I E N, 
f(k*n)-f(l.n)+O 
g(k. n) 
as n++CO. 
(10.8) 
(10.9) 
(10.10) 
We will mimic the proof of [3, Theorem 3.1.1Oc, p. 1341. Since l/p - 1 < 0 and g is 
(l/p - l)-regularly varying, one can find m& such that g(2rn)/g(m) s 6 < 1 and 
g(n)/g(m)sC<+cc whenever n3mSmh. 
Let m,z m& be such that for m 2 m,, If(2m) -f(m)l/g(m) s e. If I> k 2 mO, then 
for every n EN, 
MO -f(k)1 g(l) n l(2’1) -f(2’_‘/)1 g(2’_‘1) 
g(k) “m,?, g(2-‘_‘l) g(l) 
+ lf(2”U -fV’k)l gQ”k) 
d2”k) g(k) 
+ i lf(2’k) -f(2’-‘k)l g(2’-‘k) 
j=1 g(2’-‘k) g(k) 
The last term tends to zero as n -+ CO by (10.10). Finally, we have 
I.!-(0 -f(k)1 
g(k) 
+B+l)-&. (10.11) 
Since g(k) + 0, {f(n)} is a Cauchy sequence, so converges to some A. Letting I+ co 
in (lO.ll), we get A-f(k)=o(g(k)). 0 
Remark 10.5. Subtraction of A in the case 1 <p G 2 corresponds to centering by 
expectation (if exists). 
Appendix. Convergence to stable distributions 
For general information on stable distributions we refer to [29]. Here we restate 
some facts used throughout the paper. 
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A probability measure Z.L on R’ is said to be stable if for every b, > 0 and bz > 0 
one can find b>O and a ER’ such that 
b,X, + b2X2 - bX + a, (A.1) 
where 9(X,) = 9(X,) = 9(X) = Z_L, and X, and X, are independent. Equivalently: 
Z_L is stable if and only if for each k E N there are bk > 0 and ak E R’ such that 
x,+x*+* + .+X, = bkX+an, (A.21 
where 2(X,) =. . . = 2(X,) = L?(X) = t.~, and X, , . . . , & are independent. 
Following Feller [ 111, we say that Z_L is strictly stable, if no additional centering 
is required: 
b, X, + b2X2 - bX, 
or, if uk = 0, k = 2, 3,. . . , in (A.2). 
If (A.2) holds for each k = 2,3,. . . , then there exists p E (0,2] such that 
b, = k’l”, k=2,3,... . (A.3) 
The number p E (0,2] mentioned in the above proposition is called the exponent 
of y, and we say that Z.L is p-stable or, respectively, strictly p-stable. In particular, 
if b,, b2 and b satisfy (A.l), then 
b:+b;=b”. (A.4) 
(A.2) implies that p is infinitely divisible; its characteristic function is of the form 
(e”“- I)v(dx) if O<p<l, 
I ( exp ita+ (e’“-1-itxZ(jxjGl) s ) 4dx ifp=l, G(t) = LR’ )> 
1 exp(ita+[R, 
(A.9 
(eirx- 1 -itx)v(dx) ) if 1 <p<2, 
I exp(ita -+t*w*) if p = 2, 
where a~lR’, u*zO and V= ~(p, c,, c-) is an absolutely continuous measure on R’ 
with density 
fv(x)=(c+z(x>O)+c_z(x<O))~x(-“+p’. 
If p is strictly stable, then using the notation introduced by [ 1, Chapter 21, we have: 
l IfO<p<l, then ~=Pois(~(p,c+,c_)), i.e., 
$(t)=exp 
(I 
(e”“-1)u (dx) . (A-6) 
R’ > 
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l Ifp=l, then ~=Pois(~(l,c,c))*~,,i.e., 
l If l<p<2, then 
p = c, - Pois( v( p, c,, cc)) * 8(c+_. ) cm l(lpp) = c,-Poi44p, c+, c-11, 
i.e., 
k(t) =exp (eirr _ 1 -itx)v (dx) . 
> 
(A.7) 
(‘4.8) 
l If p = 2, then /1 = N(0, a2), i.e., 
&(t)=exp(-$t2a’). (A.9) 
In particular, if p f 1 and p is p-stable, then there exists a E R’ such that p *S_, 
is strictly p-stable. 
Stable distributions coincide with the class of possible (weak) limits for suitably 
normalized and centered sums of independent and identically distributed summands. 
Strictly stable distributions are limits for normalized sums (without centering). More 
precisely, we have 
Theorem A.l. Let {Xj}j,N be an i.i.d. sequence. If there exist constants B, > 0 and 
A, E R’ such that 
x,+x2+. . .+X,-A, 
BIT 2 t-% 
(A.lO) 
then TV is stable. If 
x,+x2+. . .+x, 
Bn ;f t-% 
(A.ll) 
then t_~ is strictly stable. 
In both cases, if p is non-degenerate andp-stable, then B, is a l/p-regularly varying 
sequence. 
Conversely, ift_~ is stable (strictly stable), then one can find {X,}jEN, {An}niN and 
{Bn)n~~ such that (A.lO) ((A.ll)) holds. 0 
If (A.lO) is satisfied for some {A,} and {B,}, we say that 53(X,) is in the domain 
of attraction of p (2(X,) E D(p)). Necessary and sufficient conditions for 3(X,) 
to be in the domain of attraction of a non-degenerated p, can be found in many 
textbooks and monographs, starting with [ 12, Chapter VII]. We follow [ll, 
Chapter IX]. 
Theorem A.2. Suppose that 2(X,) is non-degenerated. Then: 
6) 2(X,) E WN(a, o’)) $7 
g(x) = Ex:r(lx,l zz x) 
is slowly varying. 
(A.12) 
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(ii) -ie(X,) E D(p), where t_~ is p-stable, 0 <p < 2, iff 
h(x) = P(lX,l>x) 
is (-p)-regularly varying and 
P(X, > x) P( x, < -x) 
P(Jx,I>xp P(IX,( > x) jp. 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(iii) UP to a constant factor, normalizing constants can be chosen to satisfy 
(n/BZ,)EX:Z(IX,Is B,)+ 1. 0 (A.15) 
Results due to Rogozin [26] and Maller [ 191 show that laws S,, a # 0 (strictly 
l-stable!) possess ‘domain of strict attraction’, as well. 
Theorem A.3. Suppose P( IX, I> x) => 0 f or every x > 0. Then one can find B, + ~0 such 
that 
x,+x,+. * -+x, 
& 
‘!P 1, (A.16) 
if and only zf EX,Z( IX,1 s x) > 0 for x large enough and 
xm+--4 ho 
~K~(lXqI 5 x) 
as x+00. (A.17) 
The sequence B, is then l-regularly varying and satisfies 
B, - nEX,Z(IX,I < B,). 0 (A.18) 
All criteria on convergence to stable laws are based on the general limit theory 
for independent summands. We restate here a result of this type, being of central 
importance for the whole paper. 
Theorem A.4 (adaptation of [ 1, Theorem 4.7, p. 611). Let {Z,,, ; j, n E N} be an array 
of random variables, which are independent and identically distributed in each row. 
Let t_~ be a strictly p-stable law. 
In order that 
> z,, ; t-4 (A.19) 
j=l 
it is necessary and suficient that: 
(i) 
k,P(G,, > x) + c+Ix’, k,P(Z,,, < -x) + c_/xp, Vx>O, (A.20) 
‘fi$ limsup k,JEZ,,,Z(IZ,,,J~6)(=0, (A.21) 
n-ar 
(A.22) 
provided 0 < p < 1 and t_~ = Pois( v( p, c+, c_)). 
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(ii) (A.20) with c, = cm = c, (A.22) and 
k,EZJ(IZ,,,I 4 6) + 4 
provided p = 1 and p= Pois( v(1, c, c)) * 6,. 
(iii) (A.20), (A.22) and 
k,EZ,,,z(IZ,,,I~l)~(c.+-c~)l(l-P), 
provided 1 <p<2 and p = cl -Pois(v(p, ct, c-))*~(,++_J~(I-,,I. 
(iv) k,P(IZ,,,I>E)+O Vs>O, 
ktEZn,iZ(lZ,t.,I s 1) + 0, 
k,EZZ,,,Z(IZ,,,I s 1) + u2, 
provided p = 2 and p = N(0, CT’). 0 
(A.23) 
(A.24) 
(A.29 
(A.26) 
(A.27) 
All above sets of conditions are equivalent in the case p = 8,: 
Corollary AS. 
if and only if (A.25), (A.26) and (A.27) with CT’ = 0 hold. 0 
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